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Third International Geography Symposium, GEOMED2013, 10-13 June 2013, Antalya, Turkey
the mission authority organization role function and the fundamental terminology that affects homeland security in the United States is examined in this book. Homeland security demands quick effective organization to operate in emergencies but simultaneously defies it by the limited time frame and sheer scope of the problem. The author focuses on the five core missions of homeland security: preventing terrorism, securing borders, enforcing immigration law, safeguarding cyber systems, and ensuring resilience to disasters. These core missions require five common skill areas for homeland security operations: risk assessment, determining authority and capability to enact solutions, identifying organizational structure and functions, recognizing operational patterns, and applying analytical techniques to achieve the best performance possible. Unique features include the key points of contact, potential areas of conflict, legal and executive aspects, work flow processes, and their analysis. Examination of risk assessment, review of implementation and response, emergency services and logistics, and political issues are discussed. The glossary of abbreviated terms frequently used is among the special features provided. This up-to-date overview of homeland security and the necessary methods for implementation is a resource of valuable information.

FUNDAMENTALS OF HOMELAND SECURITY 2014-03-01

provide a key resource for your students with this revised edition for the updated 2016 syllabus. This book has been carefully prepared to cover the full curriculum for the latest Cambridge International Examinations IGCSE Geography syllabus. It covers the three geographical themes: population and settlement, the natural environment, and economic development. Up-to-date case studies from around the world ensure coverage of all the required case studies. The geographical skills and geographical investigations chapters provide ideal preparation for papers 2 and 3.

J-Reading n. 1-2013 2013

The concept of the green economy has now entered mainstream policy debates and been endorsed by a range of United Nations and other organizations. The Rio 20 UN conference specifically drew attention to the green economy approach in the context of sustainable development. To move away from business as usual, practices need to end poverty, address environmental destruction, and build a bridge to the sustainable future. It is increasingly recognized that the tourism sector can make a major contribution to the green economy through more sustainable practices, climate change mitigation, and ecotourism. The role of tourism sector will continue to be crucial in the post-2015 sustainable development agenda. However, there are ambiguities about how tourism and allied industries can maximize their contribution to human well-being and ensure environmentally sustainable practices. In this context, this book provides consensus about...
what the green economy entails what role tourism can play in a green economy early responses from many countries on ongoing and emerging research initiatives that will enable tourism’s transition to a green economy the chapters address three key themes understanding the green economy concept and the role of tourism responses and initiatives in greening tourism and emerging techniques and research implications a wide range of case studies from around the world and in different contexts is included to demonstrate the extent of the challenge and range of opportunities for the tourism industry

**Cambridge IGCSE Geography 2nd Edition 2014-10-03**

in a globalizing world frontiers may be in flux but they remain as significant as ever new borders are established even as old borders are erased beyond lines on maps however borders are spatial zones in which distinctive architectural graphic and other design elements are deployed to signal the nature of the space and to guide if not actually control behaviour and social relations within it this volume unpacks how manipulations of space and design in frontier zones historically as well as today set the stage for specific kinds of interactions and convey meanings about these sites and the experiences they embody frontier zones organize an array of functions to facilitate the passage of goods information and people and to define and control access bringing together studies from asia africa the middle east europe and north america this collection of essays casts a wide net to consider borders of diverse sorts investigations of contemporary political frontiers are set within the context of examinations of historical borders that have existed within cities and virtual borders this range allows for reflection on shifts in how frontier zones are articulated and the impermanence of border emplacements as well as on likely scenarios for future frontiers this text is unique in bringing together a number of scholarly perspectives in the arts and humanities to examine how spatial and architectural design decisions convey meaning shape or abet specific social practices and stage memories of frontier zones that no longer function as such it joins and expands discussions in social science disciplines in which considerations of border practices tend to overlook the role of built form and material culture more broadly in representing social practices and meanings

**O-Level Syllabus 2013**

considers migration to from and within ireland in the twenty first century covering the celtic tiger era of mass immigration to ireland as well as the dramatic growth in levels of emigration that has occurred since the irish economic collapse

**Tourism in the Green Economy 2015-06-05**

proceedings of the iscontour the aim of the international student conference in tourism research iscontour is thus to offer students a unique platform to present their research and to establish a mutual knowledge transfer forum for attendees from academia industry government and other organisations the annual conference which is jointly organised by the imc university of applied sciences krems and the salzburg university of applied sciences will take place alternatively at
The Design of Frontier Spaces 2016-03-09

English summary: This book contains ten studies that were a part of the international conference "World View and World Conception Between East and West" held in June 2013 at the University Center Obergurgl in Tyrol. The conference was held in commemoration of Dr. Prof. Reinhold Bichler's retirement. The esteemed scholar's work was the basis for the conference topics, including the conception of space and time, views of the world, their diffusion, and social context. These studies offer important insights into the value and meaning of such constructions and how they helped develop an ethnocentrically infused world view whose literary artefacts are at the center of these investigations. These studies span a chronological and geographic range from the Neo Assyrian Empire in the 8th century BCE to late antiquity and the imperial propaganda of Theodoric at the turn of the 6th century CE. While the majority of the articles are concerned with the conception and imagining of the world among ancient Mediterranean societies, individual articles also bring into view diverse areas such as the Indian Ocean or Central Asia. All of the contributions to this volume work in constant dialogue with each other to challenge major paradigms while anchoring their research in concrete historical contexts.
Ireland and migration in the twenty-first century
2015-07-29

there are five oceans in the world the arctic atlantic indian pacific and southern oceans look into the details of each ocean

Abstracts 2013

this book contains a selection of peer reviewed papers presented at the viii hotine marussi symposium on mathematical geodesy in rome 17 21 june 2013 the scientific sessions focused on global reference systems geodetic data analysis geopotential modelling gravity field mapping as well as digital terrain modelling a special chapter is dedicated to understand the generation of flash

ISCONTOUR 2015 - Tourism Research Perspectives
2015-04-16

providing an authoritative assessment of the current landscape of spatial analysis in the social sciences this cutting edge handbook covers the full range of standard and emerging methods across the social science domain areas in which these methods are typically applied accessible and comprehensive it expertly answers the key questions regarding the dynamic intersection of spatial analysis and the social sciences

Die Sicht Auf Die Welt Zwischen Ost Und West 750 V. Chr.-550 N. Chr./ Looking at the World, from the East and the West 750 Bce-550 Ce 2017

this book gives a comprehensive overview of all relevant elements in topography and their practical application it elaborates on the classical representation of terrain on maps such as cartographic projections together with their classification scale and geographical elements it is richly illustrated with photographs maps and figures in which the theoretical explanations are clarified readers will become acquainted with the physical characteristics of the ground i e tectonic and erosive shapes the importance and classification of terrain genetic fluvial abrasive glacial karst and topographic types such as higher mountains hills peaks and lower terrain valleys fields in addition the book discusses cartometry and coordinate systems orientation in space geographic topographic tactical including by means of maps instruments and the night sky and elaborates new techniques and technologies such as aerial photogrammetric imagery global navigation satellite systems and lidar the book also includes methods for the practical execution of concrete measurement operations such as determining position and movement on land with maps compass and azimuth which makes it especially useful for practitioners and professionals e g for landscape planning military exercises mountaineering nature walks etc as
such it offers a valuable guide not only for undergraduate students but also for researchers in
the fields of geography, geosciences, geodesy, ecology, forestry and related areas looking for an
overview on topography uniquely the book also features an extensive glossary of topographical
terms

How Many Oceans Are There? 2015-02-20

fair and ethical trade is often criticized for being highly gendered and for institutionalizing the
ethical values of consumers the priorities of NGOs and governments and most of all food retailers
but little is known about how women smallholder farmers experience diverse ethical standards
or whether and how standards reflect their values local cultural and environmental contexts or
priorities for achieving sustainable livelihoods linking gender smallholder livelihoods and global
ethical trade regulations this book reveals that multiple understandings of social justice
environmental sustainability and well being or ethicality exist in parallel to those
institutionalized in ethical trade schemes through an in depth case study of smallholder
subsistence and French bean farming in Kenya the book grounds the analysis of livelihoods
gender and ethical trade in women smallholders perspectives links the macro level of markets
with the micro level of livelihoods and engenders relations of power structure and agency in
food networks it brings together disparate bodies of theory to illustrate the knowledge strategies
and values of women smallholder farmers that are often beyond the scope of ethical trade
regulations it also provides a challenging new vision for doing food systems research

VIII Hotine-Marussi Symposium on Mathematical
Geodesy 2016-05-18

this book offers a broad perspective on important topics in earthquake geotechnical engineering
and gives specialists and those that are involved with research and application a more
comprehensive understanding about the various topics consisting of eighteen chapters written
by authors from the most seismic active regions of the world such as USA, Japan, Canada, Chile,
Italy, Greece, Portugal, Taiwan and Turkey the book reflects different views concerning how to
assess and minimize earthquake damage the authors a prominent group of specialists in the
field of earthquake geotechnical engineering are the invited lecturers of the international
conference on earthquake geotechnical engineering from case history to practice in the honour
of professor Kenji Ishihara held in Istanbul Turkey during 17 19 June 2013

Handbook of Spatial Analysis in the Social Sciences
2022-11-18

Robert Stenberg once said there is no recipe to be a great teacher that’s what is unique about
them every teacher has their own way of teaching who delicately shapes impressionable minds
and molds it into a vessel that defines perceptions and ambitions that impact to the large part
the society central teaching eligibility test or CTET is the national level examination that is
conducted to recruit the most eligible candidates as teachers at primary and upper primary levels it is held twice in a year in the month of july and december the exam is divided into 2 papers as per the ctet 2020 exam pattern paper 1 is for the classes 1 5 whereas paper 2 is meant for those who want to become a teacher of classes 6 8 to teach the students of class 6 8 one has to appear for both the exams the current edition of social science pedagogy for classes vi to viii is the complete study guide that has been developed on the basis of the syllabus prescribed in the ctet other state tets related examination the book is divided into 4 sections and sub divided into chapters giving the chapterwise coverage to the text of the syllabus practice exercise with previous years question asked in the exam 5 practice sets including 2019 solved paper have been provided in this text book that are designed exactly based on the latest pattern of the examination that help aspirants to know the trends housed with more than 1500 mcqs it gives robust study material useful for ctet uptet htet utet cgtet and all other states tets table of contents solved paper 2019 dec solved paper 2018 dec solved paper 2016 sept solved paper 2016 feb history when where and how the first cities new ideas the early state and first empire contacts with distant land and political development culture and science new kings and kingdoms delhi sultanate and its architecture mughal empire social change regional culture the establishment of company power rural life and society under colonialism revolt of 1857 peasant labour and tribal movement social and woman reforms national movement and india after independence geography geography as a social study and science planet earth in the solar system globe nature and human environment air water human environment resources human and natural agriculture civics india unity in diversity democracy and constitution government local and state government parliamentary government the judiciary marginalisation and social justice understanding media making living pedagogy concept and nature of social science classroom processes activities and discourse developing critical thinking enquiry empirical evidence problems of teaching social science studies sources primary and secondary project work evaluation practice sets 1 5

**Basic Principles of Topography 2018-01-18**

in this book geography educators from around the globe discuss their research into the power of geographical thinking and consider successful strategies to implement improve and advance geography education in research and practice it addresses key topics in geography education such as multicultural competence the role of teachers the geography curriculum spatial thinking geographic information systems geocapabilities and climate change at a global level the contributors and editors bring together the most advanced collection of research and discussion surrounding issues in geography education the book will be of interest to geography education researchers worldwide including academics at university and teachers in schools as well as professional geographers with an interest in education

**Ethical Trade, Gender and Sustainable Livelihoods**

rst.ninjs.org
at a time when transport is high on the political agenda and government decision making is being vigorously scrutinised there is a need for an incisive and accessible analysis of the key policy issues this book is a highly readable introduction to the transport debate from two experts in the field the authors celebrate the advantages of a modern transport system but argue that years of poorly conceived and executed transport policy have resulted in britain’s transport system being far worse than it should be they show that a substandard transport system creates economic social and environmental costs but demonstrate how these can be addressed through affordable and politically deliverable changes using a refreshingly novel approach shaw and docherty use the familiar idea of the journey as the basis for their discussion the book follows members of the smith family as they uncover a wide array of transport issues including why the problems we all encounter as we travel around actually come about which policy trade offs were responsible for creating them in the first place what impacts we all have to suffer as a result and what we can do to fix them this lively and engaging approach will make the book ideal for a wide readership

Perspectives on Earthquake Geotechnical Engineering
2015-04-15

this new yearbook addresses the question of how policy place and organization are made to matter for a new research field to emerge bringing together leading historians sociologists and organizational researchers on science and technology the volume answers this question by offering in depth case studies and comparative perspectives on multiple research fields in their nascent stage including molecular biology and materials science nanotechnology and synthetic biology the yearbook brings to bear the lessons of constructivist ethnography and the practice turn in science and technology studies sts more broadly on the qualitative comparative and critical inquiry of new research fields in doing so it offers unprecedented insights into the complex interplay of national research policies regional clusters particular research institutions and novel research practices in and for any emerging field of techno science it systematically investigates national and regional differences including the variable mobilization of such differences and probes them for organizational topicality and policy relevance

CTET and TETs for Class 6-8 Social Science and Pedagogy
2020-01-02

dearth of developing areas is a thought provoking and accessible introductory text presenting a fresh view of the global south that challenges students pre conceptions and promotes lively debate rather than presenting the global south as a set of problems from rapid urbanization to poverty this book focuses on the diversity of life in the south and looks at the role the south plays in shaping and responding to current global change the core contents of the book integrate traditional concerns of development geographers such as economic development
and social inequality with aspects of the global south that are usually given less attention such as cultural identity and political conflict this edition has been fully updated to reflect recent changes in the field and highlight issues of security risk and violence environmental sustainability and climate change and the impact of ict on patterns of north south and south south exchange it also challenges students to think about how space is important in both the directions and the outcomes of change in the global south emphasizing the inherently spatial nature of political economic and socio cultural processes students are introduced to the global south via contemporary debates in development and current research in cultural economic and political geographies of developing areas the textbook consider how images of the so called third world are powerful but problematic it explores the economic political and cultural processes shaping the south at the global scale and the impact that these have on people s lives and identities finally the text considers the possibilities and limitations of different development strategies the main arguments of the book are richly illustrated through case study material drawn from across the global south as well as full colour figures and photos students are supported throughout with clear examples explanations of key terms ideas and debates and introductions to the wider literature and relevant websites in the field the pedagogical features of the book have been further developed through discussion questions and activities that provide focused tasks for students research including investigation based around the book s case studies and in depth exploration of debates and concepts it introduces

**The Power of Geographical Thinking 2017-03-02**

this book is an important volume in the series on the state of art research in cartography and gi science it is a collection of selected peer reviewed papers organized into contemporary topics of research presented at the 27th international cartographic conference icc in rio de janeiro this is the 3rd edition of selected ica conference papers published by springer lectures in geoinformation and cartography the conference topic is maps connecting the world and brazilian cartographers and geo information scientists are honored to welcome their peers from all over the world to the event which will present some of the most important recent advances in cartography research and gi science the most relevant papers will be selected for the springer book and these will be organized into five sections according to topic area to provide a valuable cartography and gi science reference work

**The Transport Debate 2014-01-07**

globalization is commonly described in trade and cultural terms but its impact on unions and collective bargaining is seldom assessed the few studies of unions and globalization are mostly collections of cases studies of how unions can work together or with other alliance partners to defend against the power of multinational corporations this book goes beyond the current research by asking how unions have tried to deal with globalization and how globalization might threaten the fundamental union mission of taking wages hours and conditions of employment out of competition the introductory chapter defines globalization and uses the case of the detroit three automakers gm chrysler and ford to show how globalization can affect employment and
union size influence and relevancy the second chapter shows how unions deal globalization through collective bargaining regarding outsourcing alliances strikes and political action including lobbying and international work standards the final chapter argues that the unions cannot continue unchanged in this age of globalization and asks what they must do to be effective and relevant

The Local Configuration of New Research Fields
2015-10-27

during the last twenty years burgeoning transnational trade investment and production linkages have emerged in the area between the Indian and Pacific oceans the appearance of this area of interdependence and interaction and its potential impact on global order has captured the attention of political leaders and the concept of the Indo-Pacific region is increasingly appearing in international political discourse this book explores the emergence of the Indo-Pacific concept in different national settings chapters engage with critical theories of international relations regionalism geopolitics and geoeconomics in reflecting on the domestic and international drivers and foreign policy debates around the Indo-Pacific concept in Australia India the United States Indonesia and Japan they evaluate the reasons why the concept of the Indo-Pacific has captured the imaginations of policy makers and policy analysts in these countries and assess the implications of competing interpretations of the Indo-Pacific for conflict and cooperation in the region a significant contribution to the analysis of the emerging geopolitics of the Indo-Pacific this book will be of interest to researchers in the field of Asian studies international relations regionalism foreign policy analysis and geopolitics

Geographies of Developing Areas 2014-03-21

designed to be of interest to researchers in the field of developing areas

Cartography - Maps Connecting the World 2015-07-10

based on ethnographic fieldwork conducted in Oslo everyday life in the gentrifying city offers an examination of gentrification from below exploring the effects of this process upon city neighbourhoods and those that inhabit them whether residents business owners and their customers or local activists engaging with recent debates surrounding immigration and the inclusion of ethnic minorities in the city the book takes up the question of ethnicity and gentrification it argues for an urban policy that gives up the preoccupation with policies concerning the residential mix and place transformation in favour of empowering its citizens a lively and engaging analysis in which theoretical rigour is illuminated with rich interviews and empirical content in order to shed light on the relationship between gentrification displacement
The Unions’ Response to Globalization 2014-07-08

The book includes seventeen excellent researched and documented papers that reflect the diversity of thought ideas and experiences related to iwrm they draw from an extensive inclusive and geographically representative range of theoretical propositions and practical examples these include the implementation status of the iwrm concept at local basin regional and national levels its appropriateness for the twenty first century main implementation gaps from the institutional legal policy governance management and technical viewpoints the likelihood that iwrm's entrenchment in laws regulations and policies has led to smoother implementation and the reasons why that has been the case reflexions on whether the attention given to iwrm is pushing other alternatives to the policy periphery and the new conceptual constructions that can be put forward for discussion in the international arena for the development and water communities it is imperative to debate and reach towards more illustrative conclusions regarding whether the promotion of the iwrm concept and its actual implementation status have been beneficial for development and how the notion could evolve to achieve this end in depth objective and constructive discussions arguments proposals and ideas are put forward for analysis by all interested parties the book has the objective of fostering scholarly exchange encouraging intellectual debate and promoting the advancement of knowledge and understanding of iwrm as a concept as a goal per se and as a strategy towards development goals this book was published as a special issue of the international journal of water resources development

New Regional Geopolitics in the Indo-Pacific 2016-04-14

keine angaben

Planning Support Systems for Sustainable Urban Development 2013-06-20

the consumption and distribution of food as well as its production has become a major public policy issue over the past few decades what we eat is no longer merely a private matter but carries significant externalities for wider society its increasing significance within the public arena implies a dissonance regarding the boundaries of food where do we draw the line between food as private and food as public what are the rights of society to impinge upon individual food consumption and what conflicts will ensue when this boundary is disputed the consuming geographies of food explores these multiple issues of food across different regions of the world from the consumer's perspective it uniquely explicates the factors that lead customers towards certain typologies of consumption and towards certain types of retailing offering a comprehensive review of the obesity problem the phenomenon of food deserts and the issue of
exclusion from a healthy diet it then considers the effects of food on the consumer the dynamic relationship between food and people and the issue of food exclusion before concluding with possible futures for food consumption from low technology projects to high technology scenarios based on original research into food access ethics and consumption in both developed and less developed countries this book will be of interest to students researchers and academics in the fields of geography economics hospitality health marketing nutrition and sociology

**Everyday Life in the Gentrifying City 2016-04-15**

sri lanka in the modern age recounts the modern history of the island in an accessible yet unconventional manner where other histories have tended to focus on the state s failure to accommodate the needs and demands of minority communities wickramasinghe places their claims alongside the political social and economic demands of other communities parties associations and groups tracing their lineages to the colonial period this updated second edition carries the book into the present covering the brutal end of sri lanka s civil war and the making of oppressive stability that has grown in its wake drawing on recent work as well as on her own research in the field wickramasinghe has written above all a history of the people of sri lanka rather than a history of the nation state

**Revisiting Integrated Water Resources Management 2017-10-02**

this collection considers how religious identity interplays with other forms and contexts of identity specifically those related to sexual identity it asks how these intersections are formed negotiated and resisted across time and places including the uk europe north america australia and the global south questions around queer engagements in same sex marriages civil partnerships and other practices e g adoption have created a number of provoking stances and policy provisions but what remains unanswered is how people experience and situate themselves within sometimes competing or contradictory moments as religious queers who may be tasked with queering religion additionally the presumed paradoxes of marriage queer sexuality religion and youth combine to generate a noteworthy generational absence this leads to questions about where religious queers reside resist and relate experiences of intersecting religious and sexual lives in looking at interconnectedness this collection offers international contributions which bridge the contradictions in queering religion and in making visible religious queers it provides insight into older and younger people s understandings of religiosity queer cultures and religious groups a small but active religious minority in the us has received much attention for its anti gay political activity much less attention has been paid to the more positive supportive role that religious based groups play in e g providing housing education and political advocacy for queer youth queer methodologies and intersectional approaches offer a lens both theoretically and methodologically to uncover the salience of related social divisions and identities this collection is both innovative and sensitive to blended identities and their various enactments

rst.ninjs.org
Japan 2014-08-28

this book reviews the remarkable growth diversity and challenges of child sponsorship it features the latest progress in child sponsorship practice and necessary tensions experienced by some organisations as they seek to maximise impact

The Consuming Geographies of Food 2014-04-24

the renaissance in urban theory draws directly from a fresh focus on the neglected realities of cities beyond the west and embraces the global south as the epicentre of urbanism this handbook engages the complex ways in which cities of the global south and the global north are rapidly shifting the imperative for multiple genealogies of knowledge production as well as a diversity of empirical entry points to understand contemporary urban dynamics the handbook works towards a geographical realignment in urban studies bringing into conversation a wide array of cities across the global south the ordinary mega global and peripheral with interdisciplinary contributions from a range of leading international experts it profiles an emergent and geographically diverse body of work the contributions draw on conflicting and divergent debates to open up discussion on the meaning of the city in or of the global south arguments that are fluid and increasingly contested geographically and conceptually it reflects on critical urbanism the macro and micro scale forces that shape cities including ideological demographic and technological shifts and constantly changing global and regional economic dynamics working with southern reference points the chapters present themes in urban politics identity and environment in ways that re frame our thinking about cities the handbook engages the twenty first century city through a southern urban lens to stimulate scholarly professional and activist engagements with the city

Sri Lanka in the Modern Age 2014-01-03

just how resilient are our urban societies to social energy environmental and or financial shocks and how does this vary among cities and nations can our cities be made more sustainable and can environmental economic and social collapse be staved off through changes in urban form and travel behaviour how might rising indebtedness and the recent series of financial crises be related to automobile dependence and patterns of urban automobile use to what extent does the system and economy of automobility factor in the production of urban socio spatial inequalities and how might these inequalities in mobility be understood and measured what can we learn from the politics of mobility and social movements within cities what is the role of automobility and auto dependence in differentiating groups both within cities and rural areas and among transnational migrants moving across international borders these are just some of the questions this book addresses this volume provides a holistic and reflexive account of the role played by automobility in producing reproducing and differentiating social economic and political life in the contemporary city as well as the role played by the city in producing and reproducing auto mobile inequalities the first section titled driving vulnerability deals with issues of global importance related to economic social financial and environmental sustainability and
resilience and socialization the second section driving inequality is concerned with understanding the role played by automobility in producing urban socio spatial inequalities including those rooted in accessibility to work migration status and ethnic concentration and new measures of mobility based inequality derived from the concept of effective speed the third section titled driving politics explores the politics of mobility in particular places with an eye to demonstrating both the relevance of the politics of mobility for influencing and reinforcing actually existing neoliberalisms and the kinds of politics that might allow for reform or restructuring of the auto mobile city into one that is more socially politically and environmentally just in the conclusion to the book walks draws on the findings of the other chapters to comment on the relationship between automobility neoliberalism and citizenship and to lay out strategies for dealing with the urban car system

Queering Religion, Religious Queers 2014-02-18

derived from the renowned multi volume international encyclopaedia of laws this practical analysis of competition law and its interpretation in the kenya covers every aspect of the subject the various forms of restrictive agreements and abuse of dominance prohibited by law and the rules on merger control tests of illegality filing obligations administrative investigation and enforcement procedures civil remedies and criminal penalties and raising challenges to administrative decisions lawyers who handle transnational commercial transactions will appreciate the explanation of fundamental differences in procedure from one legal system to another as well as the international aspects of competition law throughout the book the treatment emphasizes enforcement with relevant cases analysed where appropriate an informative introductory chapter provides detailed information on the economic legal and historical background including national and international sources scope of application an overview of substantive provisions and main notions and a comprehensive description of the enforcement system including private enforcement the book proceeds to a detailed analysis of substantive prohibitions including cartels and other horizontal agreements vertical restraints the various types of abusive conduct by the dominant firms and the appraisal of concentrations and then goes on to the administrative enforcement of competition law with a focus on the antitrust authorities powers of investigation and the right of defence of suspected companies this part also covers voluntary merger notifications and clearance decisions as well as a description of the judicial review of administrative decisions its succinct yet scholarly nature as well as the practical quality of the information it provides make this book a valuable time saving tool for business and legal professionals alike lawyers representing parties with interests in the kenya will welcome this very useful guide and academics and researchers will appreciate its value in the study of international and comparative competition law

Child Sponsorship 2014-08-19

drawing on case studies across the asia pacific region gaming in social locative and mobile media explores the playful turn in contemporary everyday life and the role of mobile devices games and social media in this transformation
The Routledge Handbook on Cities of the Global South
2014-03-26

a critical look at the political economy of urban bicycle infrastructure in the united states not long ago bicycling in the city was considered a radical statement or a last resort and few cyclists braved the inhospitable streets of most american cities today however the urban cyclist represents progress and the urban renaissance city leaders now undertake ambitious new bicycle infrastructure plans and bike share schemes to promote the environmental social and economic health of the city and its residents cyclescapes of the unequal city contextualizes and critically examines this new wave of bicycling in american cities exploring how bicycle infrastructure planning has become a key symbol of and site of conflict over uneven urban development john g stehlin traces bicycling s rise in popularity as a key policy solution for american cities facing the environmental economic and social contradictions of the previous century of sprawl using in depth case studies from san francisco philadelphia and detroit he argues that the mission of bicycle advocacy has converged with and reshaped the urban growth machine around a model of livable environmentally friendly and innovation based urban capitalism while advocates envision a more sustainable city for all the deployment of bicycle infrastructure within the framework of the neoliberal city in many ways intensifies divisions along lines of race class and space cyclescapes of the unequal city speaks to a growing interest in bicycling as an urban economic and environmental strategy its role in the politics of gentrification and efforts to build more diverse coalitions of bicycle advocates grounding its analysis in both regional political economy and neighborhood based ethnography this book ultimately uses the bicycle as a lens to view major shifts in today s american city

The Urban Political Economy and Ecology of Automobility
2014-07-25

the questions surrounding how the irish economy was brought to the brink who was to blame and who should pay for these mistakes have been rightly debated at length but beyond this very legitimate exercise there are deeper questions that need to be answered these questions relate to why we made the decisions we did not just in the last 10 years but over the last 80 how did certain industries become prominent at the expense of others banking as opposed to fisheries international markets as opposed to indigenous industry and job creation are our problems structural in nature and most importantly what do we need to know to make sure that this crisis does not happen again these are the questions set by this book it will look at the development of the irish economy over the past eight decades and will argue that the 2008 financial crisis up to and including the imf bailout of 2010 and the subsequent change of government cannot be explained simply by the moral failings of those in banking or property development alone the problems are deeper more intricate and more dangerous if we remain unaware of them but also potentially avoidable in the future if we break the cycle
**Competition Law in Kenya 2017-11-20**

the areas of personal genomics and citizen science draw on and bring together different cultures of producing and managing knowledge and meaning they also cross local and global boundaries are subjects and objects of transformation and mobility of research practices evaluation and multi stakeholder groups thirdly they draw on logics of convergence new links between and new kinds of stakeholders spaces knowledge practices challenges and opportunities this themed collection of essays from nationally and internationally leading scholars and commentators advances and widens current debates in science and technology studies and in science policy concerning converging technologies by complementing the customary focus on technical aspirations for convergence with the analysis of the practices and logics of scientific social and cultural knowledge production that constitute contemporary technoscience in case studies from across the globe contributors discuss the ways in which science and social order are linked in areas such as direct to consumer genetic testing and do it yourself biotechnologies organised into thematic sections knowing new biotechnologies explores ways of understanding the dynamics and logics of convergences in emergent biotechnologies governance and regulatory issues around technoscientific convergences democratic aspects of converging technologies lay involvement in scientific research and the co production of biotechnology and social and cultural knowledge

**Gaming in Social, Locative and Mobile Media 2014-05-29**

**Cyclescapes of the Unequal City 2019-10-01**

**Sins of the Father 2011-06-01**

**Knowing New Biotechnologies 2015-02-20**
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